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HRurrr,
OUR CONTEMPORARY

amlet is the ultimate dramatic figure.

No other creation by any other author

enjoys such a spectacular sratus. He is an

enigma, the only character no one has ever

fully managed to decipher; perhaps nor even

Shakespeare himself. Many studies, from the

naive poetic rhapsodies of Edgar Allan Poe to

the measured, subtle ironies of Oscar 
'![ilde

and James Joyce, have sought to identify the

relationship of Shakespeare and the character

in whom he seems to have embodied so much

of his own thought. Others, however, have

claimed that Shakespeare feared Hamler, who,

there, in the very pages. of the play, rebelled

until he achieved a sense oftrue independence.l

It was suggested by the great \filliam Hazlitt

during the golden years of literary criticism, as

well as by Harold Bloom during its milight

years, that Hamlet appears to be more an

author than a mere character in the play, and

when we recite his words we attribute them
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to him, forgetting in the negative capabiliry of

the moment they are not of his invention and

were, like him, created by someone else.2 Yet

however much some might strive to "murder"

Shakespeare posthumously, to picture him as

a collective entity formed of different writers,

to attribute his work to Marlowe or some

other author, real or imagined, however much

others might delude themselves with esoteric

theories about his identity, Hamlet provides us

with incontrovertible proof of Shakespeare's

existence.

Into Hamlet's dilemma Shakespeare distils the

essence of human nature. Indeed, there are

countless interpretations of "To be or not to

be".3 And, no doubt, there are more to come,

for this character has the amazing abiliry to

transform itself from one era to the next. The

Hamlet of 1600 bears little resemblance to

the Romantic Hamleu and his incarnation

during the 19th century, when Coleridge and

Hugo declared his universaliry, lacks the aura

of his post-war counterpart, when a world

drained of energy found itself better refected

16
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in Lear.a \With every new age, Hamlet gains

new meanings and gives rise to new questions.

Hamlet... our contemporary, always and, it

might seem, forever.

,,A YoUNG MAN
WITH A BOOK IN HIS HAND,,

hroughout the dramatic history of

the character, Hamlet appears in a

number of essential guises. \Whether the

product of radical transformation or subtle

change, each of these is distinct and tied to

a particular moment in history. To list them

all here, together with relevant examples and

quotations, would require a separate work

dedicated entirely to thar endeavour. That

is not the purpose of this book. Instead, this

book focuses on one particular aspect of
Hamlet's character, as revealed by three recent

stagings, which until now have not been

confronted so directly. This aspect is madness;

considered not as a theatrical construct but as

the existential reality of a hero who, because of
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its affiictions, is rendered a non-hero amid the

confused and turbulent world of the early 21st

century. To do so, however, we must go back

to the beginnings - that is, to the prince's first

appearance during the Renaissance, a period

that combined faith in reason with a fascination

for the power of the unconscious, and a need

for order with an attraction for the darker side

of the human psyche. Let us not forget that

when Shakespeare wrote this play, sometime

around 1500, Giordano Bruno was being burnt

at the stake on the orders of the Inquisition.5

It was then, in a climate of contradictions that

he would never succeed in reconciling, instead

immersing himself in them until they crushed

him irrevocably, that Hamlet was born. And

to this day, having survived centuries, and

different historical eras and schools of thought,

he retains three main attributes, unchallenged

by even the most eccentric of directors: he is

forever young, forever alone and forever flirting

with madness.

Much can be said of Hamlet's youthfulness

but suffice it to say it remains a gift, an identity

1B
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marker that has survived from the days of

the first performances at the Globe Theatre

until the present day. Youthfulness as natural

virtue, as potential spoiled by an undeserved

fate, has been a kind of unwavering condition

of his tragic status, which becomes all the

more accentuated the younger he becomes.

The world grew old and putrid, yet Hamlet

remained young and with a freshness of mind,

albeit he was burdened by a disproportionately

large responsibility: that of re-establishing

the order of things. His premature death is

therefore all the more tragic, his suffering all

the more merciless. And it is this dimension

of the character that formed and remained

the centre of the enormous interest he would

arouse during the first half of the 20th century,

when he became an emblematic figure, an

archetype of an entire cultural era. Yet this

was not a matter of his place in the world of

modern theatre, where his first major outing

came in the form of the collaboration, in

1911, between Edward Gordon Craig and

Constantin Stanislavsky. That hybrid staging,
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combining the idealism of the former and the

realism of the latter,6 though by all means an

important moment, was only so in theatrical

terms.T No, it had to do with the image of

Hamlet emerging through the intertextualiry

specific to the modern concept of literature,

which resonated throughout the entire cultural

consciousness of that time.

Hamlet exerted a hold over two major authors

of the Modernist age whose works placed

great importance on him. One was T. S. Eliot,

and the other James Joyce.s In the spirit of

Modernism, born of a nostalgia for the ancient

and the desperate desire to make it new, both

Eliot and Joyce saw in the young protagonist

of Hamlet the misunderstood intellectual. In

Stephen Dedalus in Joyce's Ulysses and in the

secret web of modfs described by Eliot in Zhe

Loue Song ofJ. Alfied Prufrock,Hamlet became

a contempo rary for a generation rooted in that

part of a century aheady marked by one world

war but yet to be ravaged by Nazi bombs.e

Historical time was fowing in the direction of

the catastrophe that was the atomic bomb, but
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literary time was reversible, as Borges would

say. Indeed, this sentiment is expressed not only

by Joyce and Eliot, but also by Sartre, whose

Antoine Roquentin, the improbable hero of

NauseA, provides an existential reincarnation of

Hamlet's lack of faith in the mantra, "to be or

not to be".

The image of Hamlet as a pensive figure at odds

with the barbarity of a power driven by in-

stinct - whether political or carnal - remained

a recurring theme in the Shakespearean

vocabulary of the last century. Yet it should

be noted that without this association - or,

more precisely, this appropriation - suggested

by the literary modernists, that received image

of Hamlet would never have existed in the first

place. In a new cultural ethos, Hamlet became

a symbol of the pure intellectual, forced to

assume the role of victim of an impure world.

Again, amidst this play of binary oppositions,

his madness became an artefact, a garish

disguise worn with the intention of confusing

the enemy. Madness, that is, becomes a

philosophical solution and a means of survival.
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